Abstract-Undoubtedly friendship is one of key factors which keep social networking service users active and the whole community expanding. Hence, predicting friendships becomes an indispensable service provided by the platforms like Plurk, Twitter and Facebook. In this study, an empirical prediction resolution is presented by taking into account the interactions among Plurk users in Taiwan. Both response links and content information extracted from the interaction corpus are used as features in the implementation of the vector space machine based prediction. Experimental results show that the presented approach outperforms those bag-of-word based methods presented in previous studies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays many people have been accustomed to communicate and make friends through social networking services like Facebook, Plurk, Twitter, Weibo and other platforms. However, it is challenging for the services to obtain all possible social connections of users due to relationship dynamics. Hence effective relationship prediction is demanded for popular services so that they can infer whether two users are connected or not, which kind of connection it is and when the connection will be established. Undoubtedly good prediction mechanisms can facilitate the applications like recommendation, advertisements and friend suggestion.
Essentially social networks may change and grow over time through user's participation and interaction. In previous studies, relationship or link prediction has been investigated in two aspects. One concerns modeling the evolution of social networks [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Nowell and Kleinberg [7] developed link prediction inferring co-author relationships by measuring the proximity between two users according to friend overlap, social paths, etc.. Hasan et al. [8] also tried to predict the addition of links on co-authorship networks with a support vector machine (SVM) model and reported 91% Fscore. Choudhury et al. [9] proposed a linear regression model to predict future communication on threshold networks using network features and node features extracted from emails. Bramsen et al. [10] extracted n-grams and n-POS-grams from Enron corpus and trained a SVM model for social power prediction.
On the other hand, finding the missing links from social networks is also concerned [11] . Popescul and Ungar [12] employed logistic regression model to select features from relational data and obtained 90.9% accuracy at predicting citation links made in scientific literature. Leskovec et al. [13] applied theories of balance and status on a logistic regression classifier to forecast whether a user trusts another one or not by extracting the in-degrees, the out-degrees, and other features from these two users and their friends. Yang et al. [14] predicted friendships by a factor-based random walk model with the extraction of the features like common interests and friends. In [15] , Sun et al. extracted topological features from DBLP bibliographic network to learn a generalized linear model for time prediction. On the other hand, Gilbert and Karahalios [16] applied an effective statistical method and employed age difference, groups in common and mutual friends for friendship strength prediction. Xiang et al. [17] trained a latent variable model for relationship strength measurement by employing user profiles and interactions.
However, most of the researches mentioned above dealt with small datasets or predicted relationships on specific networks like co-authorship networks, which are drastically different from the networks preserved by social networking services. It becomes challenging to predict the links on a large-scale and sparse-connection network for the diversities of user interaction and relationships. In this paper, we presented an empirical friendship prediction by analyzing the user interactions on a realistic social network preserved by Plurk 1 , a popular microblogging service in Taiwan. Except link features which are concerned in previous studies, sentiment indication and response content are taken into account in order to overcome the sparse connection exhibited in such large-scale network. The prediction is built on the basis of support vector machine for its success in many classification applications. The proposed approach is verified on a real corpus in terms of different measurements. Experimental results on Plurk dataset report that our method yielded 87% prediction accuracy on friendship prediction and outperformed two previous methods and two other popular learning models.
II. PLURK AND ITS TEXTS
As a popular platform for Chinese-speaking users, Plurk allows its users to post Plurks (messages), or responses in no more than 140 characters to share with their friends and fans. They are connected by "Friends" and "Fans". "Friends" on Plurk means a reciprocal connection, as "FRIENDS" to Facebook; "Fans" represents a nonreciprocal relationship like "follow" on Twitter. Figure 1 is an example of a Plurk thread (a Plurk message together with its responses) in which emotion icons (like , ) and qualifiers (like says) are used to express users' feelings and motivations respectively. 
III. OUR APPROACH
Our goal is to predict whether two Plurk users, v i and v j , are friends or not according to their social activities on Plurk. Hence such prediction can be framed as classification task. It is known that statistical learning models like SVM have been widely employed for their classification robustness on a large dataset. Nevertheless, their performance relies on appropriate selection of features extracted from the dataset at model developing. Different from previous researches focusing single type of features only, the presented approach considers multiple features which turn out to be useful even when few training data (2000 instances) are used. Following subsections describe the presented features which will be extracted from the collected Plurk threads and used in the presented SVMbased prediction. 
A. Feature Extraction
In general, there are two types of features commonly addressed in various relationships prediction on social networks. One is personal features like personal friends, hobbies and background. So, friendship prediction can be approached on the basis of homophily theory [18] to evaluate how much commonality between two persons. The other is text features extracted from texts such as emails, forums, microblogs, etc. Table I lists the features which are employed for the proposed friendship prediction. They can be categorized into three types, namely, linkage, semantic, and behavior features, indicating the measurement of the commonality between two persons from three aspects. Linkage features (f 1 and f 2 ) are from the aspect of reaction activity; semantic features (f 3 to f 6 ) from users' attitudes to message content; behavior features (f 7 and f 8 ) from personal closeness.
Same User-ID.
A unique user-ID is assigned to each Plurk user when he or she is registered and a unique Plurk-ID is assigned to each Plurk message when it is posted. So we may calculate the amount of the same user-ID's to which two different users v i and v j (different user-ID) respond to the same message (Plurk-ID) that user v k posts. So this feature f 1 can be treated as the linkage between two users and is defined as equation (1).
In equation (1), |v i | and |v j | are the number of users whose Plurk messages are responded by user v i and v j respectively in a given social graph. |v i ∩ v j | is the number of users who are responded by both v i and v j .
Same Plurk-ID. 
Same Plurk-ID feature f 2 can be seen as another indicator of linkage between two users v i and v j by counting the number of the same Plurk messages (Plurk-IDs) to which v i and v j respond. It is defined as equation (2).
Here r(v i , v j ) is the count of messages replied by both v i and v j ; r(v i ) and r(v j ) indicate the count of v i 's and v j 's responses respectively.
Sentiment Agreement and Disagreement.
In this paper, we check whether the sentiment polarity is agreed or not between each Plurk message and its responses. We start from investigating message-level sentiment agreement in each Plurk thread so as to understand user-level sentiment agreement. Table II is an example of a tagged Plurk thread in which we record message sequence, message author, message polarity and message-level agreement. The message polarity is detected by implementing Nave Bayes probability model presented in [19] ; the message-level agreement is determined by comparing the polarity of each response with that of the most recent message given by U 1 , the author of the Plurk. Table IV , user-level agreement is made if the the count of message-level agreement is greater than that of message-level disagreement; otherwise a disagreement tag is made. If the count of message-level agreement and disagreement are the same, then a neutral tag is made at userlevel agreement (like U 1 and U 4 in Table IV) .
We examined 13,271,338 Plurk threads (containing 55 million responses) and tag sentiment polarity (positive, negative, or neutral tag) for all messages and responses with the employment of two outer resources, namely NTUSD 2 ("National Taiwan University Sentiment Dictionary") and Plurk icon set. Our statistical result shows that 60% of the message-level agreements are detected in friend's responses. Table V shows that there are more number of agreement and disagreement tags identified among friends' Plurk threads than those of nonfriends' ones. Such observation can be also found from the statistical results of agreement and disagreement for all the user pairs who have communications. Out of 1,128,637 friend pairs, 69% pairs have at least two agree/disagree tags, but only 39% non-friend pairs have at least two agree/disagree tags. So the sentiment agreement at user level is taken into account the presented friendship prediction.
In this paper, agreement feature, f 3 , and disagreement feature, f 4 , are measured by equation (3) and (4) .
Here Agree ij is the Plurk thread set in which every thread P T k has T u = agree and Disagree ij is the set with T u = disagree. In addition, the average response distance D(P T k ) between user pair v i and v j in P T k is taken into account since users are assumed to be more related as
where pt y is the response posted by one of the users of pair (v i , v j ) in P T k and d(pt y ) calculates the distance between pt y and the latest message posted by the other user .
Emoticons.
We assume that people may use more positive emoticons when responding to friends' Plurks. According to [20] [21] [22], we manually classify Plurk emoticon into positive and negative classes. Table VI is the statistics of emoticons from 55,000,000 responses which are classified according to the relationships among Plurk author and responders. For each response, we count the numbers of positive and negative emoticons. Then we calculate the average emoticon numbers over tokens for each set. We observe that more positive icons are used in friend's responses. Meanwhile, less negative icons are used in friends' interaction than those expressed in non-friend's communication. The result is identical with our assumption. Therefore, we calculated average amount of positive and negative emotion icons as features by equation (6) and (7).
Here R ij is the response set between user v i and v j and positive icon(R ij ) counts the number of positive icons in R ij . negative icon(R ij ) counts the number of negative icons in R ij .
Average Response Length.
As mentioned in Section 2, friend's response length is shorter than non-friend's response length. In fact, it is indeed easier for friends to communicate with each other than the one to strangers. So the average response length f 7 between user v i and v j becomes an significant indicator for friendship prediction and it is calculated by equation (8) .
R ij is the response set which user v i responds to v j , and R ji is the set from user v j to v i . total len(R ij ) and total len(R ji ) are the number of total length of set R ij and R ji .
Average Count of URL Sharing in Responses.
It is known from the collected data that Plurk users love to share multimedia resources to their friends. So the average count of URL sharing f 8 is considered and calculated by equation (9) .
R ij is the response set which user v i responded to v j , and R ji is the response set which user v j responded to v i . url(R ij ) is the amount of URLs in set R ij .
B. Friendship Prediction Model
In this paper, we assume that a non-linear boundary exists among the friend pairs and non-friend pairs in the feature space defined above. Hence support vector machine (SVM) based model is applied for friendship prediction since it is capable of classifying data whose class boundaries are non-linear by projecting data from a lower dimensional feature space to a higher one via a kernel function to find a linear boundary.
Moreover, using SVM can help us classify those friend pairs which are near non-friends in the feature space since SVM determines the boundary according the nearest nodes. In this paper, we implement the SVM classifier with LIBSVM 3 for friendship prediction.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As described in Section 2, we collected the profiles, Plurk threads, and friend connections by breadth-first search from 5,628 users and their friends. In the experiments, we randomly selected 35,000 friend pairs and another 35,000 non-friend pairs as training data. The same amount of testing source is generated in the same way and from which seven sets of 5000 positive and 5000 negative instances are randomly extracted. VIII shows the experimental results yielded by the mentioned models in terms of accuracy, precision and recall which are defined respectively as follows.
Here a, b, c and d are the number of classification results as indicated in Table VII . 
A. Model Comparison
First, our SVM-based prediction is compared with two previous approaches based on bag-of-word (BOW) model. One is Classification Based on Associations approach (CBA for short) proposed by Liu et al. [23] . In the prediction experiments, CBA is applied by treating and selecting those common words in Plurk threads as association rules. To implement CBA, we generate a transaction for each response. The transaction contains the nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs occurring in one specific corresponding response, and a friendship tag indicating the relationship between Plurk author and its responder. In this paper, the CBA classifier is implemented using "LUCS-KDD implementation of CBA" 4 .
For method comparison, we implemented the LIBSVM and extracted the binned text features in the same way as done in [10] who calculated the feature scores of all one to six token n-grams and one to three POS tag n-grams from the data. This approach is called as SPM (social power model). In the implementation, we preserved those six token n-grams whose absolute frequencies and relative frequencies are greater than or equal to corresponding thresholds, namely, 5 and 1.5. Also we retained three POS tag n-grams whose absolute frequencies and relative frequencies are greater than or equal to thresholds, namely, 20 and 5. The reserved n-grams are then binned according to their relative frequency ratios. Table VIII shows that our method (indicated as LIBSVMour features) can recommend a friend list for each user with 80% accuracy. It outperforms both CBA and SPM in the experiment containing 70,000 testing instances, showing the proposed features are more informative than words and POS tags for friendship prediction. On the other hand, the binned text features employed by SPM are not common so that most of the friend pairs were misclassified. The accuracy of CBA is not available since association rules used for prediction cannot help us identify negative instances. There are quite few rules discovered by CBA, making it unable to yield high recall.
We evaluate the discrimination ability of our method through receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC). Figure 3 demonstrates the ROC curve of our prediction result. The area under curve (AUC) value is 0.9654, implying that our approach can effectively discriminate friends from non-friends.
It also shows that lower recall is obtained since our method is limited by the frequencies of interactions between user pairs. Most of failure classification instances are attributed to zero number of interactions in many friend pairs. When we remove 6,956 friend pairs whose interactions are zero in our testing data, the recall becomes 77.6
B. Feature Evaluation
The importance of the addressed features is evaluated by leave-one-out test. Table IX indicates that f 7 (average response length), which was not used for friendship prediction in previous researches, turns out to be the most important feature. Such experimental result is consistent with the previous investigation described in Section 2 in which the lengths of friend's responses are different from those of non-friend's responses. The second most important feature is "the same user ID" which captures mutual friend information among user pairs. The leave-one-out results also prove that the links between users are important for prediction. As to the sentiment features, more advanced processing of response polarities is demanded for agreement evaluation. In addition, the sentiment targets of responses should be considered since responders may reveal sentiments toward not only Plurk authors but also topics or other responders. Table X lists the prediction results by using single feature only. It also show that f 7 (average response length) turns out to be the most effective feature compared to other features; while f 1 (same user ID) feature yield the second best recall due to homophily phenomena, inferring that friends tend to have some mutual friends. Nevertheless, the networking service users may not be friends to each other even they have many mutual friends because the lowest precision was generated by using f 1 .
By running forward selection, we obtain the best feature set which contains all the mentioned features except f 4 (sentiment disagreement) and f 6 (average negative Plurk icon). Such results indicate that the effect of negative sentiment is complicated when it is considered together with other features. 
C. User Relationship Prediction
User relationship prediction is motivated to recommend a friend list by social networking services. So we randomly sampled 200 Plurk users as test set. For user v i in the set, we generated a user pair set which consists of their friends' connections and 200 randomly sampled users who are not friends of v i . In total, all the user pair sets contain 14,896 friend pairs and 40,000 non-friend pairs. We then applied our friendship prediction processing to predict the relationships of each user pair set. The results show that there are 83.6% average accuracy, 82.3% average precision and 31.7% average recall. Such results indicate that the proposed method can filter out those users who are not relevant and preserve the most relevant users as friend suggestions. Although the prediction result is accurate, the recall is lower because many friend pairs do not have any interactions. Our investigation shows that 8,058 user pairs, out of 9,912 falsely-predicted friend pairs, have no interactions. It is believed that most people using network services like Plurk would like to make friends with those they know each other, but they will frequently communicate with those who are their acquaintances.
V. CONCLUSIONS
As one of key functions provided by social networking services, friendship prediction indeed provides an effective way to identify their friends. In this paper, we proposed a SVM-based friendship prediction with the employment of multiple features extracted from Plurk user interactions. The experimental results report that such approach is capable to achieve 80% identification accuracy and 95% precision for Plurk users. Nevertheless, lower recall (61.9%) is obtained due to the fact that many user pairs do not interact frequently. As service platforms become popular, human networks will become more complex than before. So how to efficiently process and cluster various kinds of nodes and relationships should be taken into account for advanced applications like group detection and information acquisition.
